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DISCLAIMER
This presentation contains historical and forward-looking statements and is being issued by Canada House Cannabis Group Inc. d/b/a Canada House Wellness Group (“Canada House”
or the “Company”) for informational purposes only. Certain information contained in this presentation constitutes forward-looking statements under applicable securities laws. Any
statements that are contained in this presentation that are not statements of historical fact may be deemed to be forward-looking statements. Forward looking statements are often
identified by terms such as “may”, “will”, “could”, “should”, “would”, “likely”, “possible”, “expect”, “intend”, “estimate”, “anticipate”, “believe”, “plan”, “objective” and “continue” (or the
negative thereof) and words and expressions of similar import. Forward-looking statements in this presentation include, but are not limited to, statements with respect to the Company’s
clinic, production, and technology businesses, its future plans, the Company’s markets, objectives, goals, strategies, intentions, beliefs, expectations and estimates. Forward looking
statements are based on certain assumptions regarding the Company, including expected growth, results of operations, performance, industry trends and growth opportunities, Company
liquidity and capital resources, including the availability of additional capital resources to fund its activities; level of competition; the ability to adapt products and services to the
changing market; the ability to attract and retain key executives; and the ability to execute strategic plans. While the Company considers these assumptions to be reasonable, based on
information currently available, they may prove to be incorrect. Recipients are cautioned not to place undue reliance on forward-looking statements contained herein. Forward-looking
statements also necessarily involve known and unknown risks, including, without limitation, risks associated with general economic conditions; adverse industry events; future legislative and
regulatory developments; inability to access sufficient capital from internal and external sources, and/or inability to access sufficient capital on favorable terms; the early stage of the
cannabis industry in Canada generally, realization of funded production estimates, income tax and regulatory matters; the ability of the Company to implement its business strategies;
competition; currency and interest rate fluctuations; the estimated size of the adult consumer market for cannabis in Canada, the estimated size of the global medical cannabis market
and other risks.
Recipients are cautioned that the foregoing risks are not exhaustive. Readers are further cautioned not to place undue reliance on forward-looking statements as there can be no
assurance that the plans, intentions or expectations upon which they are placed will occur. Such information, although considered reasonable by management at the time of
preparation, may prove to be incorrect and actual results may differ materially from those anticipated.
Forward-looking statements contained in this presentation are expressly qualified by this cautionary statement and reflect our expectations as of the date hereof, and thus are subject to
change thereafter. Additional information about material factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from expectations and about material factors or assumptions applied
in making forward-looking statements may be found in the Company’s most recent annual and interim Management’s Discussion and Analysis under “Risk and Uncertainties” as well as in
other public disclosure documents filed with Canadian securities regulatory authorities. The Company does not undertake any obligation to update publicly or to revise any of the
forward-looking statements contained in this document, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise, except as required by law.
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WHO WE ARE
•

Canada House Cannabis Group Inc. d/b/a Canada House Wellness Group (“Canada House”) trades on the Canadian Securities Exchange under
the symbol “CHV”

•

Canada House was founded by military veterans and now is managed by a group of cannabis executives with experience in medical services,
operations, retail and international business development

•

Fully Licensed LP with production capacity of up to 3000 kg per annum in an indoor controlled environment within the GTA and 30km from
downtown Toronto

•

Experts in Medical Cannabis. 14 clinics nationwide with over 6,000 patients ordering $24m worth of Cannabis purchased from a diverse set of
Licensed Producers.

Patient-specific cannabinoid therapy
education services are provided
through its clinics
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Fully operational LP with sales license
developing CHV’s cannabis brands
and product offering

Software and Data Analytics of
medical cannabis data from over
14,000 patients
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COMPANY HIGHLIGHTS
●
●
●

Abba Medix has a 22,000 SF fully built out production facility, with a cultivation , processing and sales license in place,
currently producing ~3,000 Kg p.a. of flower & trim
Located within the GTA and 30km from downtown Toronto
Abba Medix facility has been built to EU GMP standards
Working towards EU GMP Certification allowing product to be sold to the high priced EU Market

●
●
●
●
●
●

Canada House Clinics is a provider of specialized Cannabis therapy services
Over 6,000 active patients, 25 LP partners and 2,800+ veterans served, across 14 clinics across Canada
CHC patients order $24M of cannabis (annually) from LP’s
Provides stable and growing revenue stream at current run-rate of ~$5 million / annum
CHC represents ~30% of insured Military veteran cannabis consumption p.a.
CHC is profitable and generates positive free cash

Cannabis
Extractions

●
●

Plans underway to bring high value, derivative concentrates products to market during CY Q1 2020
Initial strategy involves contract manufacturing approach to expedite bringing products to market while minimizing capital
expenditures

Canadian
Distribution

●
●

In active and advanced discussions with various provincial distributors to secure supply agreements
Distribute cannabis products to CHC patients who currently represents $24 M of annual cannabis consumption

Portfolio
of brands

●

Developing a portfolio of medical, health and wellness brands to various customers and markets through a wide
assortment of premium products
Licensing of worldwide renowned brands in preparation for Cannabis 2.0 derivative products

Management
Team

●

●

Canadian LP

Clinics
Differentiator
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●

●

Wide ranging and diverse experience in health care services, infrastructure, project management and retail, with
established expertise in the cannabis, pharmaceutical and tobacco industries, globally
Extensive experience across cultivation, processing, retail sales and marketing
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A YEAR IN REVIEW
• Completed Pickering Production Facility
• Significant Advancement towards EU GMP Certification
• Two Signed Supply Agreements with EU Distribution partners
• Proven clinic model as validated by growing patient base post-legalization (Oct 17, 2018)
• Obtained full sales license for dried flower and commenced sales to medical patients on October
1, 2019
• CHC expanded to 14 clinics and saw a 17% increase in patient count since January 2019
• Significant M&A activity highlighted by 2 advanced transactions, both of which CHV abandoned
• Developed and implemented leading clinic software for Cannabis Clinics
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WHAT’S TO COME IN CYE 2020
• Laser focus on profitability and cash generation
• Deliver on distribution strategy (Canadian Medical, European Medical and select provincial
distributors)
• Obtain final EU GMP certification and distribute product in Germany

• Participate in strategic M&A opportunities with accretive revenues, profitability and cash-flows
• Optimize product mix by complementing internal production with high quality product from other
licensed producers
• Continue to deliver on CHC performance with continued focus on patients with coverage
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BUSINESS MODEL
1

2

3

Production
Capacity
▪

Abba Medix annual
production of up to 3,000
Kg

▪

Bulk Transfer opportunities
to increase product
available for sale without
any CAPEX requirements

▪
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Strain selection based on
virtuous feedback from
patients through clinic
network

Distribution

▪

▪

▪

Captive ~6000 patients
ordering ~3000 kg of
cannabis annually
representing cannabis
revenues of $24M
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Extraction Strategy

▪

▪

2 executed supply
agreements with 2 German
distributors
Active and advanced
discussions with select
Provincial distributors
focused on supply
agreements for delivery of
Health and Wellness
branded product lines

▪

LP facility has square
footage dedicated for the
development of an
extraction lab and kitchen.
Established relationships
with pure play extraction
companies for contract
manufacturing of
concentrate products
Abba in pursuit of license
amendment to include
ability to sell oil in advance
of internal extraction
capabilities

EU-GMP

▪

Working towards EU-GMP
certification during 2020

▪

Actively working alongside
German Distribution
partners to expedite
licensing

▪

12 months of EU GMP
development through
engagement of various
consultants and experts to
streamline documentation
and prepare for final
accreditation

▪

Final approval is a function
of German regulator
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ABBA MEDIX FACILITY
Canada House’s 22,000 SF indoor controlled production facility is strategically located 30km from downtown Toronto
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CULTIVATION & PROCESSING
Abba Medix is a fully licensed and operational Licensed Producer with a 22,000 sqft
perpetual grow & production facility in Pickering, Ontario

Cannabis
Cultivation,
Processing, and
Sales Licenses
from Health
Canada
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~3,000 kg of
internal
cultivation
capacity and
secured external
production to
double capacity
as needed

Fully operational
LP now in
perpetual
harvests

22,000 sq ft
cultivation,
processing &
production
facility

Pursuing
EU-GMP
certification
allowing for
sales to highvalue EU
market
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BRANDS & DISTRIBUTION
Abba Medix focuses on product development, licensing & distribution for the medical,
health & wellness markets across Canada.

Dispensary
license
awarded in
Edmonton,
Alberta
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Contract
manufacturing
relationship
with 3rd party
extractor as
extraction lab
plans are
finalized

Product
development,
licensing & joint
ventures for
medical,
recreational, and
health &
wellness markets

Pursuing provincial
supply agreements,
bulk transfer
opportunities and
executed, highvalue EU supply
agreements
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CANNABIS EXTRACTION STRATEGY
Recreational
Competition

Infusions

Medical - Health &
Wellness

Edibles
Cannabis Only

Full Spectrum Cannabinoids

-

indication specific medicine
vape oils, edibles & orals
functional foods
health & beauty

Medical

Oils

Dried Bud

Wide variety
of Products
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Real and
growing
addressable
market

Increased
consumption and
Revenue
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DISTRIBUTION NETWORK
•

Domestic medical market and
Canada House Clinics in Canada

•

Loyal and growing valuable
Veteran patient base

•

Targeting international medical
market via EU GMP Certified
Product

•

Domestic adult use – setting up
long-term supply agreements with
provincial buyers focused on
Health and Wellness market
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CANADA HOUSE CLINICS
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CLINICS OVERVIEW
Canada House Clinics is an expert in medical Cannabis, having provided support to over
14,000 patients since 2013. Significant cost reductions during fall of 2018 and late 2019
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6,000+

2,800+

25+

clinics
nationwide

total patients
with active
med docs

fully insured
patients
(Veterans)

LP partners
and growing
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C$ 24M
of annual
managed
cannabis
consumption

Secure
Telemedicine
integrated into
CPM 2.0 with
physician and
patient portals
CSE: CHV

BUSINESS MODEL
VIRTUOUS REVENUE MODEL

PATIENT GROWTH
6,000

2. Clinics educate
patients and help choose
a Licensed Producer for
most effective strain

1. Patient
registers with
Clinics

5,000
4,000

3,000
2,000

+25
others

3. Licensed Producer pays clinic a
service and education fee

1,000

17-Dec-17
Total Patient Count

● Virtuous flywheel revenue model
● Currently over 6,000+ active patients across 14 clinics
nationwide (AB, ON, NB, PEI, NS and NL)
● Licensed producer partners pay Canada House a 20% fee
for service and education

17-Jun-18

17-Dec-18

Civilian Count

17-Jun-19

Veterans Count

● Canada House Clinics founders are pioneers of the Veteran
cannabis market, having developed one of the first
veteran focused cannabis clinic networks
● Government funds cannabis for Veterans diagnosed with
PTSD and other awarded conditions
● Non-profit Post-Traumatic Growth Association
● Per client revenue 4-6 times higher than standard
● Steady Veteran client growth for Canada House Clinics
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MANAGEMENT TEAM
Chris Churchill-Smith – CEO,
Canada House
Accomplished investment
executive with extensive
international M&A, asset
management and
operational experience having
lived and worked in Canada and
Europe with a focus on highly
regulated industries.

Paul Hart – CFO,
Canada House
Served as CFO of public
companies trading in Canada,
the US and Europe. Brings many
years of Board and C-level
experience to investor relations
and debt and equity fund-raising.

Alex Kroon – President,
Canada House Clinics
Extensive healthcare and
business leadership experience
including the management of
rapid growth for companies in
various business stages and
industry sectors.
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Steven Pearce - VP Legal,
Canada House
Brings a wealth of cannabisspecific legal experience to
Canada House. Acted as
Canada House’s general counsel
for the past 5 years.

Michael Orrbrooke – President,
Abba Medix
20+ years of cross-functional
experience from start-up
founding through Fortune 100
companies. Previously held
executive roles within the
Canadian cannabis industry.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Chris Churchill-Smith - CEO
Accomplished investment
executive with extensive
international M&A, asset
management and operational
experience having lived and
worked in Canada and Europe
with a focus on highly regulated
industries.

Dennis Moir - Chairman
An accomplished financial and
operational executive with
significant experience in strategy
formulation and mergers and
acquisitions.

Norman Betts
A recognized leader in corporate
governance and strategy.
Awarded PhD in Management
from the School of Business at
Queen’s University in 1992.
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Shawn Graham
Former Premier of the Province of
New Brunswick. He currently
consults on international public
policy and business
development, specific to
globalizing with China
.

Gaetan Lussier
Deputy-minister and decorated
business leader for 18 years
having held the CEO position of 2
major food companies. Since
1999, he has become an active
corporate director having sat on
multiple boards, including 7 years
on the board of Shoppers Drug
Mart up until its sale to Loblaws.
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THE NUMBERS
Year Ending April 30, 2019

12 M Ending Apr. '18

•

Cash position was $3,427

6,000

•

Working capital of $2,191

4,000

•

Revenue for the 12 months ending April 30, 2019 was $4,875, an
increase of 48% compared to $3,289 in the prior year

2,000

•

•

Loss and Comprehensive loss for the year was $11,415 an
improvement of $1,502 compared to a loss of $12,917 in the prior year

EBITDAS of ($5,375) compared to ($4,220) in the prior year

Three Months July 31, 2019
•

Cash position of $1,535 as at July 31, 2019 (July 31, 2018: $3,427)

•

Revenue for the three months ending July 31, 2019 was $1,290 an
increase of $59K or 5% compared to $1,231 as at July 31, 2018

•

EBITDAS, excluding the impact of IFRS on biological accounting, of
($1,571) including ~$550 of non-recurring costs, for a “normalized”
EBITDAS of ($1021K) for the quarter
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12 M Ending Apr. '19

4,875

3,289

(2,000)
(4,000)
(4,220)

(6,000)

(5,375)

Revenue

EBITDAS
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